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ABSTRACT 

Driving stability, fuel efficiency and soiling reduction are important for modern vehicles. This 

thesis has developed a novel method for genetic optimization of aerodynamic devices for road 

vehicle applications with the objective of minimizing drag and lift. The method involves the 

integration of genetic algorithms, B-spline shape optimization and computational fluid dynamic 

using OpenFOAM. The method can generate multiple devices in a single run. It allows the user to 

decide the objective functions and number of devices to be generated. The method was 

successfully applied to generate unique device geometries based on the Ahmed body by optimizing 

the top flap device and bottom diffuser, as well as the combination of the two devices. In addition, 

advanced vortex identification techniques were applied to the novel aerodynamic devices 

developed. The study provided physical insight into the drag and lift reduction as well as soiling 

mitigation mechanisms by the new devices. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background  

The consumption of fossil fuels is a significant concern in modern society since it adversely 

impacts the environment [1]. Road transportation is one of the big consumers of fossil fuels and 

contributes significantly to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. For instance, the transportation 

industry alone contributes 30% of all GHG emissions in Canada [2]. Therefore, the pollution 

emitted by fossil fuels needs to be controlled and reduced. An effective way to do this is to reduce 

aerodynamic drag on ground vehicles [1,3-4]. It is well known that 80% of the drag is directly 

connected to the vehicle’s geometry, and 50% of the fuel consumption is due to aerodynamic drag 

[3]. Therefore lowering drag is excellent for the environment. However, drag is not the only 

important feature in ground vehicles. Controlling lift, especially at high speeds, is also necessary 

to maintain the driver's safety [1]. High lift forces on a road vehicle do not provide good instability 

and can be dangerous to drivers. Also, for modern road vehicles, soiling reduction is of importance 

for operations [5-6]. This is more critical for self-driving vehicles which need to keep a clear vision 

for navigation.  

One method of aerodynamic control is by using aerodynamic devices. They are attractive 

and more commonly employed because changing the entire vehicle’s shape is more difficult and 

expensive [7]. It is much easier for vehicle owners to accessorize their vehicles using add-on 

devices. These aerodynamic devices can be divided into two categories, passive and active. Active 

devices are the ones that belong to the category of intelligent control [8], while passive devices do 

not have any control approach. However, passive devices are generally simpler and cheaper to 

employ because they do not require energy input to function. Therefore, passive devices were 

considered in this study.  
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In order to take maximum advantage of the design of a device, it is necessary to take an in-

depth look at the shape optimization methodologies. There are many optimization methodologies, 

such as linear programming, Lagrange methods, adjoint methods, and evolutionary algorithms. 

Adjoint optimization is relatively recent in OpenFOAM and offers reasonable computational cost 

[9], since they only scale with the number of objective functions, such as drag and lift, and not 

with design variables. However, they are not as versatile as evolutionary algorithms, which can 

solve an unconventional problem, including combinatorial problems like the travel salesman 

problem [10], for which gradient methods, such as adjoint optimization, are not suitable [11]. Since 

this study's final goal is to implement a combinatorial problem to be solved with various devices 

model, the evolutionary algorithm is appropriate for this case. 

There is not much research in the literature on developing methodologies for road vehicle 

shape optimization. Most of the research about ground vehicles was very simple, like boat tail 

optimization [12], which considered simple design variables and a single objective. There is also 

truck optimization, which simplified the problem like this author [13], using two-dimensional (2-

D) simulation or other research [14] that only considered the layout but no computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) simulation. There are also researchers who only test the design variables without 

any algorithm [15-18]. The most complex cases were related to nose optimization, where the 

author used 3D optimization by employing breezier curves and artificial neural networks [19]; 

however, none of them was related to devices with multiple objectives. Therefore, it was decided 

to develop a methodology that will automatically work with any aerodynamic devices and parts of 

the cars based on some user inputs.  

In this thesis, the evolutionary algorithm is combined with computational fluid dynamics. 

This is because the objectives of aerodynamic optimization, such as drag and downforce, are 
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mostly contradictory. The evolutionary algorithm is a methodology that can keep the balance 

between them [20]. The elitist Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) was selected 

for this study because it can handle multiple objective functions. Further, previous works have 

proved its applicability and efficiency [20].  

 

1.2 Objective  

The main objective of this study is to develop a methodology and algorithm to generate 

optimized aerodynamic devices based on a set of aerodynamic conditions in order to improve the 

aerodynamic performance of road vehicles. The specific objectives are as follows: 

 Propose and develop a methodology to optimize aerodynamic devices for drag, lift, and 

soiling reduction.  

 Apply the proposed method to develop new aerodynamic devices to reduce drag and 

increase downforce using a generic vehicle model such as the Ahmed body.  

 Conduct detailed numerical analysis to evaluate the performance of the new aerodynamic 

devices  

 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

This thesis is organized into five chapters, including the current chapter. Chapter 2 

highlights the critical literature on automotive aerodynamics and the control of aerodynamic 

forces. Chapter 3 details the methodology employed in this thesis. In Chapter 4, the results from 

this work are presented and discussed. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the study and 

provides recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

This chapter contains the literature review of important aspects of this thesis. It is necessary 

to review previous works to identify gaps in the literature that the work will attempt to fill. The 

chapter will, therefore, cover the following sections: 

 Aerodynamic Devices for Road Vehicles  

 Shape Optimization of Ground Vehicles  

 Vortex Identification Techniques  

 Soiling Mitigation 

 Gaps in the Literature 

 

2.1 Aerodynamic Devices for Road Vehicles  

The application of aerodynamic devices is not only limited to road vehicles but all vehicles 

in general. One example of that is the vortex generators that are commonly used in aircraft. The 

advantages of external aerodynamic devices are that they do not require changing the vehicle's 

shape to increase aerodynamic performance [21]. The vortex generator is responsible for 

transporting energy into the boundary layer from the outer flow, delaying the separation [22-23]. 

The objective of the device can change depending on the application. It can be solely focused on 

reducing fuel consumption [3], improving the performance in a race [7,24], or increasing safety 

[8]. The shape of the device can also change, depending on the type of vehicle. The form of the 

device will depend on the purpose or initial geometry (car body). It is possible to observe by 

looking at race cars [7,24], road cars [25] and trucks [26-28] which can have different types of 

devices optimized for their geometries or purpose. The type and shape of the device can be unique. 
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They can be rear-wing like shown in this article [7], or they can be fin types, for race cars [24] 

even sliced diffusers. Even for the same vehicle category, the number of shapes possible, as shown 

by Nath [24] , tested different devices for trucks with minor changes. The number of devices can 

be infinite since the number of categories is vast, but each category's design is unique for each 

vehicle type. Therefore, designing a new device can be very time-consuming, and achieving 

optimality is not always guaranteed. 

It has already been proved that flap devices provide good drag reduction in the Ahmed 

body [18]. Previous works [29] achieved up to 25% drag reduction in an Ahmed body using a 

rectangular flap. Also, Siddiqui [18] found that it could reduce drag on an Ahmed body using a 

rectangular flap with the optimal value of 10° inclination. Similarly, other researchers achieved 

reduction using rectangular plates [30] and flaps [31]. This confirms the efficiency of using flaps 

as passive drag control. However, all of these flaps reported in the literature were regular shapes. 

Altaf [32] employed different flap geometries (rectangular, triangular and elliptical) as devices for 

drag reduction on a long haul MAN TGX truck (by the German vehicle manufacturer MAN Truck 

& Bus). He found that the elliptical flap provides the best drag reduction. This confirms that it is 

possible to find even better drag and soiling reduction by optimizing the shape. Therefore, this 

thesis proposes to design a flap with multi-degrees of freedom to enhance downforce and drag 

reduction on the Ahmed body. 

Besides, diffusers can be used as devices to improve a road vehicle's downforce and 

stability [33]. Some previous work attempts to design a diffuser for a race car by changing the 

diffuser angle [17]. Other works also proposed adding fences to further enhance the downforce 

[34-35]. Additionally, some researchers put a convex bump at the end of the diffuser to improve 

its effectiveness [33]. There is no established methodology in the literature to enhance diffuser 
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performance. Therefore, this thesis will propose a way to design a diffuser using a genetic 

algorithm and potentially combine it with a flap to extract maximum performance.  

For the reasons above, the thesis proposes a methodology to design a combination of 

devices (flap and diffuser) for road vehicle application. However, the final goal of this work is not 

only to create a variety of flap and diffuser but to extend the methodology to multiple families of 

devices (fin, spoilers, vortex generators, etc.) and let the algorithm decide the best combination of 

these devices for an improved vehicle aerodynamic performance.  

Many methods of optimization were already proposed. Salhan [36] conducted CFD 

simulations to investigate a number of aerodynamic devices on the MIRA fastback model. 

However, other studies performed tests on the aerodynamic devices in combinations [15-17] to 

check what combinations of devices have better performance. Further, some try to optimize a 

single device by changing some parameters. For example, Khosravi [27] tried to find the most 

optimal angle of a truck's reflector, whereas the diffuser angle of a race car was also investigated 

by Hassan [17]. As mentioned earlier, Siddiqui [18] also tested many angles of a flap to find the 

most optimal one to reduce drag on the Ahmed body. Although the above studies show 

improvement in the overall drag reduction or an increase in downforce, they cannot enhance their 

devices further because they are changing one variable at a time. To find better results, it is 

necessary to consider more variables that can change an aerodynamic device's overall design. By 

considering more variables, it is not feasible to manually test the results. Therefore, an algorithm 

is necessary. 

 

2.2 Shape Optimization of Ground Vehicles  

Investigating a large number of different combinations of variables in a parametric 
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approach is too costly and not practical. As a result, an optimization algorithm is necessary to 

implement more complex cases. One of the main problems with simulation and optimization is 

selecting a suitable algorithm [11]. There is no such thing as universal algorithm selection nor 

guidelines for that [11]. The main concerns to be kept in mind is the nature of the problem. In order 

to find better solutions, two practical methods for optimization can be selected for road vehicles, 

the adjoint method [37] and the evolutionary algorithm [12]. Gradient methods are not suitable for 

discontinuous problem [11]. Since the final goal is to implement a discontinuous problem, the 

adjoint method is not the right choice for this study. One other option is the metaheuristic approach. 

There are many types of algorithms for metaheuristics and many articles proposing modifications 

of the already existing ones. Luckily, there are many previous studies related to aerodynamics 

where genetic algorithms were used [12-13,19,38-47], which confirms the application of a genetic 

algorithm for aerodynamic applications. However, most of them are related to aerospace and wind 

turbine blade optimization.  

Previous studies have already shown that genetic algorithm can be successfully applied to 

ground vehicles [12-13,19,46-47]. Muyl [12] used a hybrid genetic algorithm to optimize the boat 

tail using one objective function (drag) and three variables that are only the angle. The results 

showed that the algorithm is more effective if compared with the standard genetic algorithm, but 

his setup oversimplified the problem. However, it has only one objective function. Similarly, 

Doyle [13] used a genetic algorithm to optimize flap for a truck using cubic functions and one 

objective function, and four variables that are the control points. Although he reduced the drag by 

50%, the problem was oversimplified into a two-dimensional simulation, but the flow around 

ground vehicles is strongly three-dimensional (3-D) in nature. In addition, Muñoz [19] performed 

a single objective optimization in a crosswind scenario for a rail train using a genetic algorithm 
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and the adjoin method and compared their performances. The results show that the genetic 

algorithm produced a better performance with a 9% reduction in the crosswind, while the adjoint 

method achieved only a 4% reduction. Although genetic algorithms are more expensive, the results 

show that they can overperform the adjoint methods. Similarly, Yu [47] and Yuan [46] also did 

optimization of the nose of the train using genetic algorithms. Yu [47] achieved a drag reduction 

of 4.2% and a weight reduction of 1.7%. On the other hand, Yuan [46] obtained a 6.7% drag 

reduction and a noise reduction of 8.34 decibels.   

After analyzing these works, it can be observed that the choice of an appropriate algorithm 

is not an easy process. Muyl [12] used a hybrid genetic algorithm for optimizing a boat tail, Yu 

used the NSGA-II (elitist Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm) [47], and Yuan used a 

modified version of the NSGA-II [46]. This confirms that researchers can use different versions 

of the algorithms depending on the peculiarity of their work. This makes it challenging to choose 

an algorithm. According to Yang [11], the choice of an algorithm is subjective and personal to the 

researcher. Since the present study's scope is multi-objective optimization, the NSGA-II algorithm 

was selected for this case because it has been proven reliable by previous studies [46-47]. NSGA-

II is an effective algorithm that deals with multi-objective optimization. It is one of the most 

popular algorithms [48], and is base on non dominated sorting, as indicated by its name NSGA-II. 

This algorithm will keep the function with better results (non dominated) and better-crowded 

distance, maintaining the diversity of results. Even though NSGA-II is employed for this research, 

the algorithm is not the main scope here. It is part of future research to extend this methodology to 

other optimization algorithms, which will give the user the freedom to select from a variety of 

algorithms available.  
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2.3 Vortex Identification Techniques  

There are many applications for vortex identification techniques as a postprocessing tool. 

Many works have been performed on vortex interaction with other physical responses. Some of 

them described drag and vortices [18,49-50], others make the connection between vortices and 

vibration [51-53]. Matsumoto [51] reviewed types of vortex generation and described their 

physical connection with the vibration responses of bluff bodies.  He also provided a review of 

previous work done on vortex studies. Similarly, Leclercq [52] conducted a study connecting the 

vortex formation in a bluff body with noise production and provides good literature on previous 

works. He used experimental and numerical results to propose a model to explain the noise.  

Also, Fitzpatrick [53] studied the noise generated by turbulence in tandem cylinders. Other 

researchers also pointed the connection between drag and vortex formation. Bearman [49] and 

Mizota [50] studied Karman vortices positions on a 2-D rectangular cylinder and the drag forces. 

They discovered that the closer the formation of vortices to the rear face, the stronger the forces. 

Unlike those works that only analyze 2-D bodies, Siddiqui [12] used vortex identification to 

explain the drag reduction device's physics on an Ahmed body. He discovered that using a 10° 

rectangular flap on an Ahmed body reduced the kinetic energy and the vortex radius, justifying the 

drag reduction. It was also observed that drag is reduced by reducing the longitudinal vortices' 

strength at the edges of the slant surface.  

It is well known that the vortices do not have a proper mathematical definition [54], despite 

many people having a contrary view. However, mathematical methods are necessary to identify 

them. This work will present one of these methods to post-process the results obtained through 

optimization. It will deliver the second generations of vortex identification techniques, Q-criterion 

[55]. 
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The Q-criterion use the velocity gradient tensor to identify their structures, so having a 

clear understanding of the tensor is essential. The mathematical formula of the tensor can be found 

in [54] and has the following definition: 

 

 
�� = ������  
(2.1) 

Where �� is the velocity component of that direction, and �� is a variable in the space. 

This tensor can be subdivided into two matrices that will be used for the Q-criterion [54] [55]. 

These matrices are the symmetric (A) and a skew-symmetric (B) that can be extracted from the 

tensor, and the formula is shown below [54-55]: 

 ��� = 12 ������� + ������� 
(2.2) 

 

 ��� = 12 ������� − ������� 
(2.3) 

The Q-criterion formulas use the matrices above, and the formulas are shown below [54-

55]: 

 

 

� = 12 (‖�‖� − ‖�‖�) 
(2.4) 

It is crucial to use vortex identification techniques to understand the physical mechanisms 

of the devices better.  

 

2.4 Soiling Mitigation 

Soiling mitigation is an essential feature for modern cars, especially for vehicles with 
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vision sensors for self-driving, where it is necessary to have a clear vision to ensure safety. As a 

result, it is good to have devices that will minimize soiling. To develop a methodology for soiling 

reduction, it is necessary to understand the mechanism of soiling clearly. There are three main 

sources of soiling: from the environment, other vehicles and self-soiling. The focus of this research 

is to reduce the rear self-contamination that is caused by self-soiling, especially the tyre spray [56]. 

The droplets emanated from the wheel to the vehicle wake, and recirculation makes them going 

back to contaminate the vehicle surface [56]. It can be concluded that the rear wake optimization 

is the most critical part for soiling mitigation.  

Yoshida [57] was one of the first to perform a comprehensive study on soiling Lagrangian 

and Eulerian methods to estimate the contamination. However, their work was a simplification, 

and the flow solution was far from accurate. Since then, other researchers have done similar work. 

Roettger [58-59] used a time-averaged flow field to calculate the deposition on the vehicle's rear. 

Later, Paschkewitz [60-61] analyzed particle dispersion and found a significant difference between 

unsteady and steady solutions. He pointed out that Yoshida [57] was premature in his study when 

he mentions that there was no difference between unsteady and steady flows. The first calibrated 

tyre spray model was done by Kuthada [62], and it was further enhanced due to experimental 

results provided by Spruss  [63]. The improved model was used by Gaylard [64] on a saloon car 

and a sports utility vehicle on CFD simulations for side and rear soiling. More recently, Jilesen 

[56] studied the soiling impact on the EV12 model with geometries modifications. He concluded 

that contamination is sensitive to the rear wheel and base wake interactions.  The previous studies 

have shown that the interactions between the wakes cause soiling; an algorithm to reduce the 

recirculation size will be developed to try to minimize the advection of the particles into the rear 

wake region.  
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Figure 2.1 Wake region of the Ahmed body 

 

For numerical approaches, the solvers employed are important. A homogenous solver 

could be used to reduce soiling. Some authors use steady solvers [58-59]. Others claim that the 

solution for steady and unsteady have significant differences [60-61], and it is known that steady 

solvers fail to recover the rear wake structure and pressure distribution, which are vital for this 

problem [56,66]. However, it is important to mention that using an unsteady solver is much more 

expensive, especially if it includes large Eddy simulation models. Thus, the problem will be 

simplified using a steady solver with Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes models to measure and 

reduce the recirculation zone. This reduction will minimize the interaction between the vehicle's 

rear and its wheel wake, resulting in soiling reduction.  
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2.5 Gaps in the Literature 

From the literature review above, the following gaps can be identified: 

 There is a lack of studies on the optimization of aerodynamic devices for soiling mitigation 

for ground vehicles. 

 No other work considers using vortex identification techniques as an objective function 

when designing devices for ground vehicles.  

 There is a lack of studies that consider using families of aerodynamic devices to optimize 

the performance of a road vehicle.  

 There is no integrated methodology for optimal integration of multiple aerodynamic 

devices using a genetic algorithm. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
 

This chapter is dedicated to the methodology. All the background used to solve and develop 

the methodology was reviewed in the previous chapter. It is necessary to have a deep knowledge 

of simulation and optimization to build the application and debug it. This chapter is divided into 

the following five main sections: 

 Numerical simulation   

 NSGA-II implementation  

 Quantification of the wake region  

 Geometry generation using B-spline 

 Integration of NSGA-II, B-spline and OpenFOAM 

 

3.1 Numerical Simulation 
 

For this study, the objective functions are connected to the solution of the Navier-Stokes 

equations [67]. Without understanding these equations, it is not possible to develop further 

postprocessing, such as vortex identification techniques, or to calibrate the simulation properly. 

The Navier-Stokes equations are shown below [67] : 

 

 

������ + ��� ������� = − 1� ��̅��� + ���� � !"##$ �������� + ��������% 
(3.1) 

Where �� is the average velocity, �̅  the average pressure, ρ is the density and !"## is the effective 

viscosity.  

In order to find a closer solution to reality, the CFD simulation was enhanced using 

turbulence models. One of the turbulence models chosen by this research was the Reynolds 

averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), more specifically the κ-ωSST. Choosing the turbulence model 
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requires some consideration. It is well known that large eddies simulation(LES) models have better 

performance than RANS models [68-70]. However, they are extremely costly because they are 

transient models and also need a very fine mesh. This makes them an unreasonable choice to use 

with the optimization. Many authors claimed that the RANS model provides accurate enough 

results [67,71-72]. Furthermore, Siddiqui [18] argued that κ-ωSST models are good models for 

flow simulation around the Ahmed body. Also, Igali [73] has shown that they achieved the best 

results with the κ-ωSST model when compared with other turbulence models on Ahmed body 

simulation. Similarly, Tian [31] achieved promising results with the same turbulence model for 

flow simulation around the Ahmed body. Based on the above, the κ-ωSST model was employed 

for this study.  

 

3.1.1 Calibration of the simulation 

The simulation setup was divided into four main areas. Each one of the sections will explain 

how and why the setup was selected. This is necessary because OpenFoam, different from 

commercial software, need more input from the user. The following subsections will be discussed. 

    • Inlet boundary conditions  

    • Wall function  

    • Finite volume schemes  

    • Simulation/calibration results  

 

3.1.2 Inlet boundary conditions 
 

One problem with setting up a simulation in OpenFOAM is how to handle the boundaries 

and the schemes correctly. To properly set up the boundary conditions in the inlet, the ANSYS 

user manual [74] was used to copy the inlet function and use it in OpenFoam. Two formulas were 
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used to set up the inlet that can be found in the ANSYS manual [74] : 

 ' = 32 (	 ⋅ *)� 
(3.2) 

 � = '! ⋅ !+ (3.3) 

 

 

!+ = !,!  (3.4) 

Where κ is the turbulent kinetic energy, ω specific rate of dissipation, U is the inlet velocity, I is 

turbulent intensity and  !+ is viscosity ratio. 

The values of the variables can be found in the chart below. To calculate the boundaries, a 

user-defined code was made to run before the simulation, and this code automatically calculates 

the inlet velocity selected.   

Table 3.1 Inlet conditions  

Inlet Outlet 

I 1% 

!+ 10 

!, Calculated 

U 40m/s 

 

3.1.3 Wall functions 
 

For these scenarios, wall functions were used to speed up the simulation. Even though the 

wall function provides good accuracy, they present problems in curved geometries and separation 

flows [75]. The problem is that the wall function works only for values of 30 ≤ y+ ≤ 200 or y+ 

≤ 5 [75-76]. The simulation setup was made that most of the cells have this value, but the diffuser 
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and the flap have small parts which are not in this range. This is difficult to control since each run 

generates different flap and diffusers geometries. In conclusion, a little accuracy was lost in the 

process of speeding up the simulation, but most of the cells are still in the effective range for y+ 

values. It is very difficult to get all the cells in the good range of y+ because curved geometries are 

difficult to control the y+, as Bastian [75]  reported.   

The formula of the functions and the coefficients for the wall functions formulas can be 

found in a previous study [76]. 

Table 3.2 Boundary wall conditions  

Bottom Wall Moving wall 

' kqRWallFunction 

� omegaWallFunction  

!, nutkWallFunction 

Ahmed Body No-slip 

 

3.1.4 Finite volume schemes 

 The finite volume schemes (FVschemes) were selected based on the OpenFOAM mesh 

(Hexahedral). The proper setup for the FVschemes can be found in the literature [75]. The 

procedure for using Gauss linear corrected as laplacian schemes were also followed, as suggested 

by the user manual for being the most accurate [75,77]. Since the OpenFOAM user manual 

recommends that the non-orthogonality not be higher than 70 degrees [77], 55 degrees as the 

maximum value for meshing was used in this case. The same was applied to the surface-normal 

gradient schemes. Since both Laplacian and surface-normal gradient schemes are connected, both 

of them have the same restriction of non-orthogonality be higher than 70 degrees, and both of them 
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used the corrected scheme, according to the OpenFOAM user manual [77].  

Table 3.3 Various schemes and the corresponding methods 

FvSchemes Method 

Gradient schemes Gauss linear 

∇ ⋅ (1	) Gauss linearUpwindV grad(U); 

∇ ⋅ (1') Gauss upwind 

∇ ⋅ (1�) Gauss upwind 

Laplacian Schemes Gauss linear corrected 

Surface-normal gradient schemes Corrected 

 

3.1.5 Mesh generation and model selection 

The Ahmed body with a slant angle of 35o was selected for this study because it is one of 

the most commonly studied generic body and relatively well understood. There is also plenty of 

experimental data available in the open literature for validation. Figure 3.1 presents the schematic 

of the Ahmed body. 

       

                          (a)                                                             (b) 

Figure 3.1 The Ahmed body in schematic with dimensions, where α is the slant angle [78] (a), and a CAD model 

with α = 35o in the present study (b) 
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After the model is selected, the meshing is going to happen. The mesh application used 

was snappy hex mesh. Snappy hex mesh is a standard mesh tool in OpenFOAM which generates 

hexahedral mesh. The mesh specifications need to control not only the errors (non-orthogonality) 

in order to work with the finite volume schemes but also control y+ to take the best advantage of 

wall functions. The mesh kept all the elements with a non-orthogonality below 55 degrees which 

helped the simulation to have accurate results and good convergence, and it is in agreement with 

finite volume schemes restrictions, as mentioned in section 3.1.4. The max element size selected 

was 50 mm, and the minimum was 6.25 mm on the refinement box. The refinement box had in 

total around 3 m in length, 0.5 m in height and 1 m in width. It was studied during the mesh 

independence that was the setup that produced the best values of y+ and the ones with the most 

accurate drag coefficient values (Figure 3.2). The big majority of the values of y+ were in the 

acceptable range, which is in agreement with the wall functions restrictions, as mentioned in 

section 3.1.3. The number of elements that this mesh produced was 15 million elements which, 

according to the mesh independence studies, was considered ideal. 

 

Figure 3.2 Mesh of the Ahmed body with 35o slant angle 
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3.1.6 Mesh independence test and validation 

The first step of the calibration of the simulation is testing the mesh independence. The 

mesh independence is very important because it will show that the results are independent of the 

grid size. Figure 3.3 shows that at about 1.0 × 104 elements, the results start to not change much 

(becoming grid-independent) when compared with the experimental results. Figure 3.3 also 

illustrates that after this number of elements, all the simulation results produces less than 5% error 

when compared with experimental data (Ahmed body of 35o slant angle). This result is important 

because it can show the size of the grid that can be used to balance accuracy and speed. Basically, 

it was selected the grid size with the least number of elements which produce the least error in 

order to achieve both accuracy and improved simulation time. It was decided to use a grid size of 

around 1.5 × 104 in order to have a fast and accurate simulation. 

 

Figure 3.3 Grid independence test and comparison of numerical and experimental errors  
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To further validate the simulation results, available experimental data in the open literature 

was used [31,79-81]. Figure 3.4 illustrates how close the simulation profiles are to the experimental 

that is available online [79]. The model here presented is the Ahmed body of 35o slant angle. All 

data from Figure 3.4 is in good agreement with the experimental data. 

 
                       (a)                                             (b) 

     

 (c) 

Figure 3.4 Comparison of experimental data and simulation results. (a) Streamwise mean velocity, (b) transverse 

mean velocity, and (c) turbulence kinetic energy profiles 

Table 3.4 also compare the numerical results with the ones obtained through a wind tunnel 

[31,80-81]. These values were obtained by calculating the forces over the Ahmed body of 35 

degrees slant angle. The wind tunned used a velocity of 40 m/s (the same as in the simulation), the 

drag forces (which is the friction and pressure drag), and lift forces (caused by pressure) were 

measured and normalized into coefficients using the formulas of Equation (3.5)and Equation (3.6) 

 56 = 276��8� 
(3.5) 
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 59 = 279��8� 
(3.6) 

 

Where Fl and Fd are the lift and drag forces, respectively, and A is the frontal surface of the 

Ahmed Body.  
Table 3.4 Experimental results from literature vs numerical (present study) 

 Experimental Numerical 

56 0.26 [31,80] 0.267 

59 0.004 [81] 0.0154 

 

From the results above (Table 3.4), it can be concluded that numerical results are in good 

agreement with the experimental data. All the errors in the simulation are below 5%, which is a 

good estimation for the results.  

The last step of this analyzes to select the time step. Since in OpenFOAM, the time step is 

selected by the user, the user needs to adjust the time step until it converges. However, this is not 

possible since the optimization code will keep evaluating the individual members of the population 

automatically. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the number of time steps necessary for 

convergence. To select the number of iterations, the residuals and the convergence of the 

aerodynamic forces were analyzed. By looking at the graphs below (Figure 3.5), it can be observed 

that after 800-900 iterations, both Cd and residuals are small and start to converge. So the number 

of iterations for the code was selected to be 1500. 
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                        (a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 3.5 Variation of simulation time step with (a) residual and (b) drag coefficient 

 

3.2 NSGA-II 

 The NSGA-II methodology was used to solve this problem since previous papers 

demonstrated its applicability for the multi-objective problem [82]. The idea is to use the non 

dominated solutions to make both offspring (tournament) and selection (need to be reformulated), 

as shown in the three subsections below [82-83].   

    • Offspring and selection  

    • Crossover and mutation  

    • Calibration  

 

3.2.1 Offspring and selection 

 The critical step for offspring selection is the ranking of the population. The NSGA-II 

algorithm is based on the non dominated sorting. That is why ranking is an important criteria. The 

ranking is based on dominance, such that the less dominated has a better rank. The dominance 

criteria are based on the objective function. Suppose one individual member of the population 
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outperforms another individual member of the population in all the objective functions, the former 

dominates. This method is called dominance depth. For more information, the method can be found 

in the following references [83-84].  

In order to generate offsprings, the tournament selection method was used. Two candidates 

are randomly selected from the population to participate in the tournament. The ones with better 

ranks and better-crowded distance win the competition and get in the mating pool. After that, they 

are generating offsprings until they reach the same size as the population. Lastly, the selection 

happens, and only the ones with ranks and better-crowded distance will survive. 

 

3.2.2 Crossover and mutation 

 The crossover used for this code was uniform. The idea is the gene can swap with another 

chromosome based on a certain probability. The procedure for mutation is similar to the crossover. 

However, instead of swapping with another chromosome, it will just change one of the genes. This 

will happen randomly, and there is a certain amount of probability of happening in every 

reproduction. 

 

3.2.3 Benchmarking the algorithm 

 To make sure that the NSGA-II code is working, a benchmark function with a known 

solution was selected for comparison. The ZTD1 function selected can be found in Yanga [85].  

The probability of mutation was 3%, and the cross over was 85%. This setup was the same used 

to optimize the setup for OpenFoam. Seven bits of precision and 30-dimensional variables (N = 

30 on Equation (3.9)) were selected. The equations for the benchmark function are listed below. 

 <=(�) = �= (3.7) 
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 <�(�) = >(�)|1 − @1 − �=/>(�)| (3.8) 

 >(�) = 1 + 9 ∑D�E� ��F − 1  
(3.9) 

 

 

Figure 3.6 NSGA convergence test for f2 vs f1 as in Equations (3.7) and (3.8) 

As illustrated in Figure 3.6, after 500 generations, the solution is similar to the Pareto 

Optimum. Therefore the NSGA-II algorithm can solve a generic problem in 30 dimensions with 7 

bits of precision.  
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3.3 Quantification of the Wake 

 To use the recirculation zone as an objective function, the first step is to quantify the 

recirculation zone. The recirculation zone is one of the most critical factors in soiling, so to use 

that as an objective function, it is necessary to identify and quantify it. The criteria used is the total 

recirculation volume :  

 

 

F = H
I

Δ8 
(3.10) 

Where B is the recirculation zone that is going to be applied numerical volume integration (F), and 

Δ8 is the volume of each element. 

In order to determine the size of the recirculation zone, it is necessary to find out which 

elements are inside of it. The recirculation zone is the place where the flow goes against the inlet 

velocity. So the criteria used to identify if the element is inside the recirculation zone or not is: 

8K < 0. To calculate the volume of each element; each element was divided into subelements, and 

the volume of each element was then the sum of all subelements: 

 

 

 

Δ8 = H Δ8MNO 
(3.11) 

 

Now the criteria to divide into subelements was based on centre of gravity (CG). Since the 

shape of the element is unknown, this method was developed to use an algorithm to calculate all 

the elemental volumes. The only input used was the mesh information provided by Openfoam 

from the mesh generated. After reading the mesh, the algorithm re-builds every element and 

connects all the vertices to the centre of gravity of the element. This connection between the 
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vertices and the CG will generate a subelement that will be used to calculate the volume of the 

element. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      (a)                                                          (b)                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

            (c) 

Figure 3.7 Breakdown of (a) element. (b) Element division and (c) sub-element  

With this approach, the code can calculate all elements volumes as long as the element and 

the faces are convex. This is the main source of error. So long as the elements have good quality, 

the method is accurate. To calculate the volume of the pyramid, three main vectors were used, 

edges vectors and the base surface represented by the figure below (Figure 3.8): 
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Figure 3.8 Vectorial distribution of the subelement 

The volume of pyramidal is connected to the base surface and its height. The formula of 

the subelement volume is shown below:  

 Δ8MNO = PIQM"RS
3  

(3.12) 

 

 

R = 8= ⋅ 8� × 8T3||8T × 8T|| (3.13) 

Where 8= is the eddy vector and 8� and 8T are the base vectors. 

The last part is to calculate the surface area of the base. For that, the surface was divided 

into sub-surfaces based on the centre of gravity of the surface, and each sub-surface is computed 

to calculate the total surface as: 

 POQM" = H ΔP 
(3.14) 

 ΔP = ||8M= × 8M�||2  
(3.15) 

Where 8M= and 8M= are the vectors shown in Figure 3.9. 
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(a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 3.9 Base break down of the subelement. (a) Entire surface of the subelements with division. (b) 

Surface of lower subelement 

 

After using this procedure, it was possible to calculate the volume of the recirculation 

zone on the Ahmed body. This result was computed in C++ and compared with the standard 

function for it in ParaView. Figure 3.10 and Table 3.5 below show the results of that extraction. 

 

 

Figure 3.10 Recirculation zone captured 
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Table 3.5 Results of the recirculation zone quantification 

 Present method ParaView Error (%) 

Volume computed (dm3) 15.5822 15.5832 0.0064 

 

The results from the proposed method were compared with the calculator in ParaView. As 

mentioned before, the main source of error is if the faces of the element or the element itself are 

not convex. The volume of each element can only be calculated accurately if both are convex. 

Some elements due to bad meshing may not be entirely convex, resulting in a miss calculation of 

the volume. Nonetheless, the overall error is negligible, as shown in Table 3.5. 

 

3.4 Geometry Generation Using B-spline 

 For this thesis, B-spline was used as a function to design the devices. However, the end 

goal does not need to be restricted to only B-splines approaches. B-splines curves of order k are 

generated by using a linear combination of polynomials of order k-1 and continuity 5UV� over 

the control points P [86]. The knot basis curves are generated based on breakpoints (knot vector 

T = (t0, t1, …tm)) using the following formula: 

 

 W�,=(�) = X1  for�� ≤ � < ��\=0  otherwise  
(3.16) 

 W�,U(�) = � − ����\UV= − �� W�,UV=(�) + ��\U − ���\U − ��\= W�\=,UV=(�) 
(3.17) 

With the formulas above, it is possible to generate the base curves that will compose the 

B-spline surfaces. To generate those base curves W�,U(t), a uniform knot vector (0,1) was used 

because it improved the accuracy and simplified the mesh for the mesh generation for the 
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STL(STereoLithography) files. According to Patrikalakis [86], repeating the breakpoints by k will 

force the curves to end at the last points, so the number of points of the knot vector will be 2k+n+1 

where k is the order of the B-spline and n+1 is the number of control points. That way is possible 

to control the beginning and the end of the surface. 

Lastly, by using the base curves W�,U(�), it is possible to generate the B-spline surfaces by 

making the linear combination between the base curves (Equation (3.17)) and the control points 

using the formula below (Equation (3.18)). The genetic algorithm was applied to the position of 

the control points. Using different sets of control points, it is possible to generate many kinds of 

curves of order 3. Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show the surfaces generated with a set of control 

points (cross points) and how they become attached to the Ahmed body. 

 c(�, d) = H
e

�Ef
H

g

�Ef
h��W�,U(�)W�,9(d) 

(3.18) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                (a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 3.11 Surface generations. (a) Diffuser surface and (b) flap surface  

Combining these surfaces shown in Figure 3.11, it is possible to generate the remaining 

parts of the devices and attach them to an Ahmed body as shown by Figure 3.12, which contains 

a whole Ahmed body with the surfaces presented before in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.12 Full Ahmed body with a flap and a diffuser   

Lastly, it was used as a gradient technique to close the flap geometry to extrude the flap. 

The gradient in each point was calculated to make the extrusion, and the down part of the flap is 

generated by the following formula: 

 i��j , k�j , 7��jl = i��, k� , 7��l + m�� . �/nm��n (3.19) 

Where G is the gradient of the function F(x,y), and t is the thickness of the. 

 Now, the formula of the gradient is simple, and it was calculated using first-order finite-

difference, as shown in the formula below. 

 m�� = (7��K, 7��o , −1)  (3.20) 

 7��K = 7�� − 7�V=,��� − ��V=  
(3.21) 

With Equation (3.20) and Equation (3.21), it is possible to calculate the gradient of F(x,y) 

in every single point and finish the flap without any issues. It was used as a first-order scheme for 

simplicity, but for further improvement, higher-order schemes can be used.  
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3.5 Integration of NSGA-II, B-spline and OpenFOAM 

The flowchart below describes how the NSGA-II, B-spline and OpenFOAM are integrated. 

The figure is divided into two parts, the first on (Figure 3.13(a)) shows how the entire algorithm 

works, while Figure 3.13(b) shows only how the evaluation of each individual population happens. 

The whole algorithm (Figure 3.13(a)) starts generating a random population size. After that, an 

evaluation will happen to import the objective functions. In this case, it will be the drag, lift and 

recirculation size. After all the evaluation happens, a genetic operator actions will start (crossover 

and mutation) to generate a new population. When this new population is generated, they will be 

evaluated, and then a selection will happen again. This will continue until the user decides to stop. 

Note that the evaluation of each individual population how the integration between NSGA-II, B-

spline and OpeFOAM happens (Figure 3.13(b)). When the population is generated, each individual 

member of the population will have a chromosome that will be translated into a B-spline surface 

that is going to be written in the STL format and exported to the CFD. After this exporting happen, 

a meshing and turbulence model will take place, and it will follow the procedures explained in the 

previous sections to collect results. 

          
                          (a)                                                            (b)   

Figure 3.13 Flowchart of the B-spline, NSGA-II and OpenFOAM integration. (a) Whole algorithm flow chart and 

(b) evaluation of each individual member of the population flow chart 
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussion 

This chapter is dedicated to the results and discussion. All the results will be presented and 

discussed based on the physics of fluid dynamics. It is necessary to discuss the physical meaning 

behind the results to provide some insight. The chapter is divided into five main sections. 

 

4.1 Implementation of the Proposed Method 

The method was applied to optimize flap or diffuser or both for aerodynamic drag and lift 

reduction or soiling reduction. In all the scenarios considered in this study, the method 

implemented to run for the same time span, starting with random genes. This way, the number of 

generations achieved depended on the computational cost of individual members of the population 

run. In the end, it was observed that the method was able to reach 15-18 generations with a 

population size of 20 for all cases, except for the soiling, which was 10. The soiling optimization 

had half of the time span, and because of that, the population size was reduced.   

Figure 4.1 shows the progression of the solution from one generation to another. The closer 

the points approach the intersection of the vertical and horizontal axes, the better. From Figure 4.1, 

it can be observed that there are significant differences between the individual members of the 

population in the 1st generation and those of the 15th -18th generations, showing the evolution from 

generation to generation. For better results, the method should be allowed to run for several 

generations. However, due to limited computational resources, it could only achieve 15 -18 

generations. Nonetheless, the number of generations is sufficient to evaluate the performance of 

the method developed in this thesis. It should be noted that for a single run of the method, several 

unique geometries can be generated, up to 70 geometries. More importantly, each of the geometries 

is optimized based on the specified objectives, in this case, drag reduction or lift reduction or 
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soiling reduction or a combination. Sample geometries will be displayed in the following sections. 

 

 

 
                             (a)                                                          (b) 
 

 
                             (c)                                                          (d) 
Figure 4.1 Progression of the solutions with generations for the optimization of (a) flap for drag and lift (b) diffuser 

for drag and lift (c) combined flap and diffuser for drag and lift (d) flap for drag and soiling 

 

4.2 Flap Optimization for Drag and Lift 

Figure 4.2 displays sample unique flap geometries generated by the proposed method. 

From these, Figure 4.2(d) was selected for further analysis. A detailed CFD analysis was 

performed on it to obtain the aerodynamic forces shown in Table 4.1.  
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                             (a)                                                          (b) 

 
                             (c)                                                          (d) 

 
                             (e)                                                          (f) 

Figure 4.2 Samples of the result of the flap optimization for drag and lift 

 

 
Table 4.1 Drag and lift coefficients for the selected flap geometry in Figure 4.2(d) 

Coefficient Absolute value Improvement  

Drag, Cd 0.2464 7.7% 

Lift, Cl -0.0430 379.2% 

 

Table 4.1 shows that the selected flap produced a drag reduction of 7.7% compared with 

the base model and lift reduction (increase in downforce) of 379.2%. Therefore the flap is more 

favourable to generating downforce than drag reduction. There are two main contributing factors 

for an increase in drag on a vehicle, including the recirculation zone and also longitudinal vortices 
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[87]. It is also important to mention that, according to Delassaux, longitudinal vortices are 

responsible for not only generating drag but also lift [88]. In addition, according to Aider, drag is 

related to the separation bubble and the longitudinal vortices [87]. Therefore, reducing the effect 

of one or the other will cause a drag reduction.  

Figure 4.3 shows that the pressure at the rear is increased relative to the base model, which 

resulted in a reduction in drag, as already shown in Table 4.1. The low-pressure contours are 

attached to the Ahmed body in Figure 4.3(a), but in Figure 4.3(b), it is far from the body, justifying 

the drag reduction. In addition, there is a sudden increase in pressure on top of the flap, also 

increasing downforce. These observations will be further explained in terms of flow features.  

    
(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.3 Pressure contours for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

Figure 4.4 shows that the contours of the velocity magnitudes (Umag = √�� + d� + q�, 

where u,v,w are the velocity compontens in x,y,z directions respectively). It can be observed that 

the recirculation is slightly reduced relative to the base model. Figure 4.4(b) shows that the flow 

separated and reattached to the flap. As mentioned earlier, keeping the flow attached to the surface 

is one of the drag reduction mechanisms. Another observation in Figure 4.4 is that the concave 

shape of the flap slowed down the flow on top of it and thus increasing pressure. This behaviour 

is consistent with the pressure contours in Figure 4.3(b). As mentioned earlier, there is an increase 

in pressure at the end of the flap. 
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(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.4 Velocity magnitude for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

In addition, Figure 4.5 shows the contour plots of vorticity {���⃗ = (st
so − su

sv , sN
sv − st

sK , su
sK −

sN
so)} It shows that the instantenous vorticity is slightly reduced in the optimized flap compared to 

the base case. In Figure 4.5(a), the vorticity is thicker than in Figure 4.5(b), vortices demonstrating 

that the longitudinal vortices are weaker. This is consistent with the observation made by Aider, 

who used the same procedure to compare the longitudinal vortices [87].  

Figure 4.6 shows the helicity contours. By definition, helicity is H = 	��⃗ . ���⃗ , where ���⃗  is the 

vorticity vector and 	��⃗  velocity vector. Viswanathan [89] compared C-pillar vortices (longitudinal 

vortices) using this method. Figure 4.6 shows a reduction in C-pillar vortices as the vortices are 

shorter in (b) than in (a), where the contours extend to the end of the wake. This is further evidence 

that the vortices in Figure 4.6(a) have more energy and are stronger than in Figure 4.6(b). 
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(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.5 Contour plots for vorticity ωx = 200/s on x-component for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

 Figure 4.6 Contour plots for helicity H = 7500m/s2 for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

 

Figure 4.7 illustrates the comparison between Q-criterion, as defined in Equation (2.4). It 

can be observed that the longitudinal vortex for Figure 4.7(a) is extended into the wake region, 

whereas Figure 4.7(b) is dissipated immediately, indicating weaker longitudinal vortices. In Figure 

4.7, it is not very clear the reduction in the vortices because they are not strong enough. 
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(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.7 Contour plots for Q-criterion, where Q/Uref =150 for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap, where Uref is the 

inlet velocity  

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.8 Contour plots for velocity magnitude for the y- and z-components for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

Lastly, Figure 4.8 illustrates clearly the small sizes of the contours in Figure 4.8(b). Figure 

4.8(b) shows that the vortices start much weaker and then regain some strength downstream in the 

wake region. This behaviour will increase the pressure near the Ahmed body and shifts the lower 

pressure region away from the body, resulting in both drag and lift reduction, as shown in Figure 

4.3. These longitudinal vortices are responsible for increasing drag and lift [88], if formed on the 

upper region.  

 

4.3 Diffuser Optimization for Drag and Lift 
 

Figure 4.9 displays sample unique diffuser geometries generated by the method developed 
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in chapter 3. Figure 4.9(a) was selected for further analysis from these geometries. From a more 

detailed CFD analysis, the aerodynamic forces of this geometry are shown in Table 4.2. 

 
(a)                                                          (b) 

 

 
(c)                                                          (d) 

 
(e)                                                          (f) 

 

Figure 4.9 Samples of the result of the diffuser optimization for drag and lift 

 
Table 4.2 Drag and lift coefficients for the selected diffuser geometry in Figure 4.9(a) 

Coefficient Absolute value Improvement  

Drag, Cd 0.2486 6.9% 

Lift, Cl -0.3961 2672.1% 
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This diffuser is the one that produces the least drag among all the geometries shown in 

Figure 4.9. This model produced a drag reduction of 6.9% relative to the base model and 2672.1% 

for lift reduction (or increase in downforce). Similar to the previous cases, two main factors affect 

the results, the recirculation zone and longitudinal vortices. Keeping the flow attached to the 

diffuser reduces drag, as mentioned by Moghimi [90]. In his research, he deducted that the angle 

of the diffuser has an effect on drag and on the efficiency of lift reduction. His results showed that 

the diffuser that produces the least drag was the diffuser with the highest angle without flow 

separation. Although longitudinal vortices usually increase drag underneath the Ahmed body, they 

also increase the downforce. George [91] and Zhang [92] mentioned in their studies that there is 

higher downforce in the diffuser with greater longitudinal vortices. 

 Figure 4.10 shows the pressure contours and indicates a significant decrease in pressure 

under the Ahmed body near the neck of the diffuser relative to the base model. This resulted in an 

increase in downforce, as shown in Table 4.2. Furthermore, there is also an increase in pressure on 

the upper rear part of the Ahmed body in Figure 4.10(b) relative to the base model, Figure 4.10(a). 

This is also reflected in a reduction in drag. The velocity magnitudes in Figure 4.11(b) shows the 

flow keeps fully attached to the Ahmed body. This behaviour is consistent with the findings of 

Moghimi [90]. As mentioned earlier, his results showed that the diffuser with the least drag was 

the one with the highest opening with no flow separation. In fact, the diffuser generated by the 

algorithm is quite similar to the one reported by Moghimi [90]. This illustrates that the proposed 

method is effective. In addition, it can be observed that the flow is accelerated under the  Ahmed 

body Figure 4.11(b), causing low pressure under the body, as shown in Figure 4.10(b).  
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(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.10 Pressure contours for (a) baseline and (b) optimized diffuser 

 

  
(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.11 Velocity magnitude for (a) baseline and (b) optimized diffuser 

Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 show that the longitudinal vortices on the upper part are 

significantly reduced for the optimized diffuser relative to the base model. This reduction reflects 

the behaviour mentioned in Figure 4.10(b) about the increase in pressure on the upper part of the 

rear. Although the longitudinal vortices are reduced on the upper part, they increase underneath 

the Ahmed body. However, as mentioned earlier, this will increase the downforce. Although these 

lower vortices are responsible for increasing the drag, the flow for this case is fully attached to the 

diffuser resulting in the drag reduction.   
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(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.12 Contour plots for vorticity ωx = 200/s on x-component for (a) baseline and (b) optimized diffuser 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.13 Contour plots for helicity H = 7500m/s2 for (a) baseline and (b) optimized diffuser 

 

 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

 

Figure 4.14 Contour plots for Q-criterion, where Q/Uref =150 for (a) baseline and (b) optimized diffuser 
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Figure 4.14 shows the contours of the Q-criterion. It can be observed in Figure 4.14(b) that 

there is a formation of large vortices undeath the Ahmed body and smaller vortices on the upper 

part. This is evidence that the presence of the diffuser is weakening the vortices on the upper part. 

The upper vortices in Figure 4.14(a) extend further downstream into the wake, whereas they are 

dissipated more quickly in Figure 4.14(b). As mentioned earlier, there is drag reduction due to the 

flow being fully attached to the diffuser, allowing pressure recovery.  

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.15 Contour plots for velocity magnitude considering y- and z- components for (a) baseline and (b) 

optimized diffuser 

Lastly, Figure 4.15 shows contours of velocity magnitudes. There is a formation of longitudinal 

vortices under the Ahmed body (increase downforce) and a significant reduction of the 

longitudinal vortices on the upper region of the Ahmed body. As stated earlier, this results in a 

reduction of both drag and lift. All the results for this section are consistent with previous results 

[90].  

 

4.4 Combined Flap and Diffuser Optimization for Drag and Lift 

Figure 4.16(a) was selected for further analysis from these geometries because of its 

interesting geometry. From a more detailed CFD analysis, the aerodynamic forces of this geometry 
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(Figure 4.16(a)) were obtained, as shown in Table 4.3. 

 

(a)                                                          (b) 
 

 
(c)                                                          (d) 

 

 
(e)                                                          (f) 

 

Figure 4.16 Samples of the result of the flap and diffuser optimization considering drag and lift where (a), (c) and (e) 

are the upper view and (b), (d) and (f) are the lower view of each sample 

Table 4.3 Drag and lift coefficients for the selected flap geometry in Figure 4.16(a) 

Coefficient Absolute value Improvement  

Drag, Cd 0.2435 8.8% 

Lift, Cl -0.3686 2420.5% 

 

This model produced a drag reduction of 8.8% relative to the base model and 2420.5% in 
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lift reduction (increase in downforce). The pressure contours in Figure 4.17 show that the base 

pressure is significantly increased by the flap and diffuser combination resulting in the drag 

reduction. Additionally, the convex shape of the diffuser significantly reduced the pressure at the 

underbody, which results in a downforce increase. A similar shape for the diffuser was also 

reported by Ehirim [33], but he only achieved a downforce increase of 4.8%. The combination of 

flap and diffuser contributed to the massive increase in downforce in this study. Interestingly the 

flap/diffuser combination has resulted in different geometries of the flap and diffuser compared to 

the geometries generated for the flap alone and diffuser alone that were discussed in the previous 

sections. Furthermore, Figure 4.18(b) shows a significant reduction in the recirculation region 

relative to the base geometry, which is consistent with the pressure results in Figure 4.17, Figure 

4.19 and Figure 4.20 confirmed that the longitudinal vortices in the wake are significantly 

modified. The vortices at the upper region of the wake are much more reduced than in the lower 

region. The increase of those vortices on the lower region of the Ahmed body is evident in what 

was previously mentioned; the diffuser is more efficient at improving the downforce than reducing 

drag.  

  
(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.17 Pressure contours for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap and diffuser 
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(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.18 Velocity magnitude for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap and diffuser 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.19 Contour plots for vorticity ωx = 200/s on x-component for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap and 

diffuser 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.20 Contour plots for helicity H = 7500m/s2 for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap and diffuser  

 

Figure 4.21 shows the contours of the Q-criterion as defined by Equation (2.4). It can be 

observed in Figure 4.21(b) that the vortices in the lower region of the wake are stronger than those 
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in the upper region, relative to the base model. Figure 4.22 also shows similar behaviour. These 

results are all consistent with those previously discussed.  

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.21 Contour plots for Q-criterion, where Q/Uref = 150 for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap and diffuser 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.22 Velocity magnitude considering y- and z-components for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap and diffuser 

It is important to mention that the result found by combining the devices together in 

optimization is as promising as the optimization of the individual devices. The reason for that is 

the combination has a higher dimension (30 design variables) while the separate ones have 12 and 

18. However, it is believed that the combined one can find better results if given more time to run. 

From the previous results (Figure 4.15), it can be observed that the diffuser affects the longitudinal 

vortices at the upper region. So it can be concluded that the diffuser can affect the upper wake. 

Because the upper region wake of the Ahmed body is affected by the diffuser, it is believed that 
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optimizing the flap and diffuser together can further enhance the drag and downforce features. 

However, it is more computationally expensive and could not be achieved due to a lack of time to 

run. 

 

4.5 Flap Optimization for Drag and Soiling  

From the unique geometries generated by the method and displayed in Figure 4.23, Figure 

4.23(a) was selected for a more detailed CFD analysis, and the aerodynamic forces are shown in 

Table 4.4 

 
(a)                                                          (b) 

 
(c)                                                          (d) 

 
(e)                                                          (f) 

Figure 4.23 Samples of the result of the flap optimization considering drag and recirculation volume 
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Table 4.4 Drag coefficient and recirculation volume for the selected flap geometry in Figure 4.23(a) 

Parameter Absolute value Improvement  

Drag, Cd 0.2393 10.4% 

Recirculation (cm3)  14.3300 8.0% 
 

 

This optimized geometry produced a drag reduction of 10.4% relative to the base model 

and an 8% reduction in the recirculation volume. Similar to the previous cases, two main factors 

affect the results, the recirculation zone and longitudinal vortices. From Figure 4.24(b), it can be 

observed that the flap is allowing a faster pressure recovery at the rear (increasing pressure at the 

rear), and thus reducing the drag.  

  
(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.24 Pressure contours for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

 

From Figure 4.25(b), it is clear that when the algorithm reduced the size of the recirculation, 

the flow becomes more attached to the body. Although the recirculation zone is smaller for this 

scenario, the strength of longitudinal vortices was enhanced relative to the base model, as shown 

in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27. As mentioned earlier, the drag is affected by the recirculation zone 

and longitudinal vortices. It is the balance of these two that determine the drag. However, in the 

present scenario, the reduction in the recirculation outweighs the strength of the longitudinal 

vortices, resulting in a significant drag reduction.  
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(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.25 Recirculation zone for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.26 Contour plots for vorticity ωx = 200/s on x-component for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.27 Contour plots for helicity H = 7500m/s2 on x-component for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 
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(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.28 Contour plots for Q-criterion, where Q/Uref =150 for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

Also, Figure 4.28 confirms the results of Figure 4.28. Lastly, Figure 4.29 also display the 

same behaviour, showing that the magnitude of the velocity in the y-z plane is stronger than the 

base case and also increased downstream. This again confirms the observation in Figure 4.27 to 

Figure 4.29. 

 

 

(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 4.29 Velocity magnitude considering y- and z-components for (a) baseline and (b) optimized flap 

 

Although the longitudinal vortices are usually not desirable features, they can reduce the 

size of the recirculation zone, as mentioned by Ehirim [33]. As a result, they can be used to reduce 

drag if properly controlled. It is based on this same principle that vortex generators used to create 

longitudinal vortices for drag reduction, as reported by Jean-Luc Aider [87]. Lastly, by reducing 
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the recirculation zone, it is believed that the soiling will be reduced. However, experimental data 

are needed for the validation of this concept.  
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Chapter 5 Concluding Remarks 
 

5.1 Conclusion 

 This thesis has developed a method for genetic optimization of aerodynamic devices for 

road vehicle application. The method involves the integration of genetic algorithms, B-spline 

shape optimization and computational fluid dynamic using OpenFOAM. The method was 

successfully applied to generate unique device geometries based on the Ahmed body, which is a 

generic vehicle geometry. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study. 

 Optimizing the flap for drag and downforce was effective. It reduced drag by 7.7% 

and increased downforce by 379.2%. The flap reduced the drag by reducing the 

longitudinal vortices and keeping the flow more attached to the Ahmed body. This 

caused the base pressure to increase. In addition, the downforce increased because 

the flap slowed down the flow and caused the pressure on top of it to increase.  

 Optimizing the diffuser alone produced geometries that are consistent with previous 

studies. The diffuser reduced drag by 6.9% and lift by 2672.1%. This diffuser 

caused the flow to accelerate at the underbody side and also reduced the 

longitudinal vortices at the upper region of the wake. The combined effect caused 

drag and lift reduction.  

 Optimizing the flap and diffuser together reduced the drag by 8.8% and lift by 

2420.5%. Unexpectedly, the combined devices underperformed the individual 

diffuser in terms of downforce. This can be attributed to flow acceleration created 

by the combined flap/diffuser setup at the slant area of the rear, causing low 

pressure in that area, which adversely affected the downforce. 

 Optimizing the flap for soiling and drag reduction generated stronger longitudinal 
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vortices but reduced the size of the recirculation zone. This caused an increase in 

pressure at the rear of the Ahmed body and reduced the drag by 10.4%. 

 

5.2 Contribution 

The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a novel method that combines 

B-spline surface optimization and a genetic algorithm in a 3D space for the optimization of 

aerodynamic devices for road vehicles. The method developed in this study allows the user to 

decide the specific aerodynamic device to optimize and the objective functions, and the algorithm 

can generate multiple non-intuitive and unique devices in a single run.  

In addition, advanced vortex identification techniques were applied to the novel 

aerodynamic devices developed for the first time and provided physical insight into the drag and 

lift reduction as well as soiling mitigation mechanisms.   

 

5.3 Future Work 

Although the method developed has been demonstrated to be effective in generating unique 

and non-intuitive aerodynamic device geometries, it can still benefit from further improvements.  

The following ideas can be considered for future work. 

 The method is computationally expensive at present and can be further optimized 

to improve the speed. This can be done by designating different core allocation to 

run individuals members of the population in parallel.  

 There is a great opportunity to combine the adjoint method with genetic algorithms 

to produce a hybrid method that can outperform the adjoint method and the 

proposed method. 
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 Implement additional objectives functions for the soiling and test experimentally to 

assess which one produces better results.  

 Implement the combinatorial problem that the algorithm will select the design of 

the devices and which device should be used. For example, if the user wants to use 

only one device, the algorithm will decide which one should be selected between 

the flap and diffuser. 

 Include additional optimization algorithms to give the user the ability to select 

whichever is preferred, such as differential evolution, particle swap optimization 

and ant colony optimization. 
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